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COST CONTROLS

Getting the most from
your service contractors
Better departmental communication, negotiation and ‘muda walks’ can lead to better outcomes
Gustavo Nieponice, Agustin Costa, Matias Raby,
and Benjamin Chew

A

s noted in Mining Journal’s September
2015 article, “Creating value through
breakthrough productivity”, mining
companies rely heavily on service contractors – from blasting and equipment leasing,
to equipment maintenance and industrial surveillance (to name just a few). For instance, in
copper mining, contractor and services costs
constitute nearly a quarter of total mine-site
costs. These costs have shown a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.3% over the past
15 years (see figure 1).
For many miners, examination of their contractor situation would reveal vital opportunities to boost service productivity and lower
service costs. There is a surprising amount of
wasteful spending on outsourced services –
from oversized contractor crews assembled for
infrequent demand, to proliferation of service
providers performing similar onsite activities.
Often, this problem stems from a disconnection between procurement and operations.

For instance, operations managers issue service demands to procurement, often overstating their requirements to ensure a smooth
operation.
Sourcing professionals don’t question the
defined scope of work if they’re not accountable for savings beyond those they can achieve
during commercial negotiations. Moreover,
many lack the tools and capabilities needed to
challenge operations managers’ demands.
Drawing from work with clients in the mining
industry, The Boston Consulting Group has
defined eight “levers” that can help miners
achieve 20-25% savings on contractor services.
The levers fall into three categories: contracting strategies, contractor cost and margin
management, and contract administration and
control (see figure 2).
One company we worked with had been
leasing auxiliary equipment from four suppliers that provided similar equipment. Some
equipment had low utilisation rates; in other
cases, different fees were charged for the same
equipment type. The company redefined its
contracting strategy to consolidate the con24%
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tracts – improving utilisation rates, reducing
equipment required, and decreasing annual
expenditure by 15-25%.
Another company experienced the benefits
of more effective cost and margin management. It examined its maintenance contractors
closely, and saw that the contractors’ actual
margins (in some parts of the contract) were
higher than stated during the bidding process.
The miner brought the outsourced activities
in-house – scoring a 5-7% decrease in yearly
plant-maintenance spend.
Yet another company benefited from
strengthening its contract administration and
control. It had been outsourcing its blasting
operations and realised the contractor had
been charging for double priming (two electronic detonators per blast hole). The reason
was that some of the detonators the contractor
provided incurred damage during blasting,
and could result in misfires.
According to the contract’s terms, such
expenditures should have been covered by the
contractor. But site managers lacked thorough
knowledge of the terms negotiated by pro-
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curement. Correction of the oversight delivered a 3% decrease in annual spending on the
contract.
To uncover greater savings opportunities
in the future, procurement professionals and
operations managers will need to work
together to gain deeper insight into operations. The goal is to clarify what drives service
productivity in different operations and identify changes the company could make to
enhance productivity.
Surprisingly simple changes to processes
and operating standards can deliver disproportionate improvements in contractor productivity that translate into major savings. For
instance, one miner captured savings of 40%
by eliminating a hopper-trucks contract for
dust control and instead using “super-sucker”
trucks already deployed in the operation that
had excess capacity.
But to identify such opportunities, procurement staff and operations managers must be
willing to challenge long-held assumptions
about what constitutes “best” practice and
“right” behaviour.
Take the company cited above. Managers
originally assumed that the existing supersucker trucks could not accommodate the
incremental dust volumes.
But utilisation analysis and "muda walks"
(close observations of processes to see where
waste exists) revealed this assumption as incorrect – giving managers a fresh perspective on
the situation.
At another company, managers assumed
they couldn’t reduce full-time equivalent (FTE)
headcounts from maintenance contractors.
That’s because they believed they actually
needed more people to get the work done.
Demand, capacity and tool-time analysis
showed that the company could, in fact,
decrease the number of contractor electricians
and mechanics used – with no negative impact
on operations.

Typical saving
range

Contract demand
management

•

Review service standards, required procedures, and required technical
standards
Simplify contract requirements and reporting structure

5-10%

•

Incentive alignment

•

Align incentives with contractor productivity

3-7%

Contract consolidation

•

Consolidate small contracts, setting common base for fees and reducing
SG&A expenses

10-20%

Contract scope
breakup

•

Identify opportunities to break up original contract scope, enabling more
competitive bidding from specialized contractors
Identify sub-contracts where intermediary adds limited value

3-7%

•
•

Identify opportunities to boost contractor productivity and efficiency

10-25%

Contractor cost
structure and margin
visibility

•

Increase visibility into contractor cost structure to:
– Identify opportunities to reduce contractor costs
– Reduce excessive contractor margins by fee renegotiation, new
service tender, or insourcing

5-20%

Contract delivery
control

•

Implement controls to ensure fine application, execute fee adjustments,
and sustain adequate service delivery

2-5%

Contract elimination
and scope reduction

•
•

Adjust original scope as needed to reflect operations changes
Eliminate contracts scope can be performed with residual capacity from
other contracts

3-10%

Contracting
strategy

Cost and
margin
management

Administration
and control

Contractor productivity
boost and cost driver
management

Source: BCG Experience

Figure 2

Savings through negotiation
To take full advantage of new cost-saving
opportunities uncovered through operations
analysis, miners need a disciplined approach to
contract negotiations. Skilled use of negotiation tools can help them achieve better economic terms. Such tools are available for every
stage of the negotiation process. For instance,
while preparing for a negotiation, miners can
define their BATNA (best alternative to a negotiated agreement) and estimate their suppliers’
BATNAs, as well as identify a ZOPA (zone of
possible agreement) for the deal.
Once at the negotiation table, miners should
be aware of the influence of cognitive biases in
the outcome of negotiations. “Anchoring” (the
tendency to use the first piece of information
offered as a point of reference) suggests that
the party that puts forth the first bid in the
negotiation will have a stronger position.
“Justification” is another example: counterparts respond more positively to a request
when the other party clarifies the rationale

behind the request—because justification creates a sense of fairness.
Companies can also take a collaborative
rather than combative stance to negotiating.
Key skills here include actively listening to
identify problems and brainstorm solutions,
highlighting areas of agreement, and focusing
on interests (what each side values most from
the deal) rather than positions (a party’s stand
on an issue).
Understanding cost-saving levers, analysing
operations to identify savings opportunities,
and negotiating in new ways to capture more
value from contractors are all capabilities that
require a new approach to sourcing.
This approach combines a traditional commercial perspective with deep operational
insight that sourcing professionals can gain
only by working closely with operations managers. Mastering this approach takes time.
But the investment can pay big dividends for
miners: maximised service productivity that
translates into considerable cost savings.

Gustavo Nieponice is a partner and managing director at The Boston Consulting Group (nieponice.gustavo@bcg.com). Agustin Costa is a principal (costa.
agustin@bcg.com), Matias Raby a project leader (raby.matias@bcg.com), and Benjamin Chew lead knowledge analyst, at The Boston Consulting Group
(chew.benjamin@bcg.com)
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‘Who are the innovators amongst the
current explorers? We take an advance
look at the Mineral Exploration
Roundup next week.’
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